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Digital Image Reproduction Agreement + Request Form

Reproduction Agreement

By signing below, I understand and agree that:

1. Drawings + Documents Archive retains all rights to reproduction(s), including the right to grant others permission to reproduce the image(s).
2. I will not copy the requested image(s) in any form or by any means, nor will I allow others to do so. I will not sell the reproductions to other individuals or institutions.
3. I assume all responsibility for questions of copyright, literary rights, or invasion of privacy that may arise from copying or the use made of a copy of an image.
4. I will not publish, reproduce, publicly display, broadcast or distribute this material in any format without first obtaining written permission from the Drawings + Documents Archive.
5. To request permission to publish, reproduce, publicly display, broadcast, or distribute this material in any format, you must complete a Digital Image Reproduction Order Form and a Photographic & Audio-Visual Use Form. The Archivist will contact you to confirm whether or not you need to complete a Photographic & Audio-Visual Use Form and discuss any use fees.

Signed_________________________________________________ Date ____________________
**Images requested** (list collection numbers and description):

Intent for use: [ ] Research  [ ] Personal use (in home)  [ ] For publication (print or online) or public exhibit, including in a business.

Resolution desired:  [ ] 150  [ ] 300  [ ] 400

Format:  [ ] jpeg  [ ] tiff  [ ] other ________________________

Delivery method:  [ ] I want to pick it up (with my flash drive)  [ ] Please mail it to me on a disc at the address below.

Contact information:
Name:
Address:
Email:
Phone number:

Costs: $20 per scan; $5 for students; $1 per disc.
Funds generated are used toward preserving the collection. Any questions? Just contact the archivist at CASstreet@bsu.edu or 765-285-8441. Thank you!